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to capture the 
attention  of students 
who might not know 







Games  and giveaways, music 
and 
product
 demonstrations were used to at-
tract 
students  to the area between 
Clark  
Library and the 
Rec Center, where 
seve-
ral booths 
were set up. 








Express.  AT&T. Barnes
-Hind  
and Club 
Med, gave away product 
sam-
ples, 
held  prize drawings 
and
 provided in-
formation to querying 
students.  
"We
 want to expose 
the students to 
the 
products  and services 
available
 in the 
bookstore," 
Railsback  said. 
"Besides the 
companies  who will he 
represented in (Campus Fest), there are 
many other services available to 
stu-
dents," she said. 
"Students can have keys made, rub-
ber stamps and name plates made," she 
added. "Students can also  special order 
products such 
as balloon bouquets." 
The event got 
off to a rough start, 
though, as rains threatened to 
cancel it 
and the scheduled 10 a.m. starting time 




Suzanne Oshima, an employee
 of 
Market Source, the company that helped 
coordinate
 the event, said, "We're start-
ing a 
little late. We wanted to see if it 
would
 rain before we opened up and 
we
 




Favorable weather prevailed and the 
event
 was into full swing by 11:30 a.m. 
Those students who 
did arrive early 
busied 
themselves  with the product dem-
onstrations
 given by IBM. Certainly a 
popular attraction, the computers were 
given considerable field testing by the 
students.  
"We're in the bookstore selling 
IBM 
products
 and we're here today 
showing students the (IBM) PS/2,- said 
Karin Kelley, a 
student representative for 
IBM. 
"We have 
a loan feature with grad-
uated 
payments,-  she said. "that could 
make them 
more  affordable." 
When  asked if she might 
buy one. 
Monica Kendall, a nutritional food sci-
ence senior said, "If I could find one 




















































 to be 
given  
By Rob Neill 
Daily staff writer 
Tay -Sachs disease,  a genetic disorder 
that kills children but can go undetected 
in the parent that passes it on, will he 
screened for Feb. 14 and
 
IS. 
The test takes five minutes and is free 
of charge. It is sponsored by Student 
Health 
Services
 and several student or-
ganizations. 
The test will identify
 whether or not 





but  if they want 
to have 
children
 with another canter
 the child 
runs a 25 
percent chance of 




 up of fatty 
material





















150  people is a 
carrier. Jewish 





































 Feb. 16. 
Flashback  
Dennis














Page  6 
`If we find 
that
 someone has a positive,
 we can 
give them some 
counseling  if they plan to 





 of the risks' 
--- Oscar Battle, 
health educator 
people are 
especially  prone to carrying 
the disease, with 




a health educator with 
Student Health 
Services,  said that all 
students should be 
tested.  
"Many students don't 
know their ge-
netic background 
from  even 20 years,
 
you just can't say 
'I'm not Jewish. I'm 
not worried.- 
said  Battle. 









"If we find 
that someone has 
a posi-
tive,  we can 
give them some 
counseling
 




adoption,  or just 
inform them of 
the risks,' Battle said.
 
Pregnant 





Gina Dyen. a 
resident adviser 
in Joe 
West  Hall who will he 
helping  with the 
testing, said students




dangerous disease, hut I'm a 




about it," Dyen said. 
"If I 




Battle  also is calling on faculty to as-
sist in Tay
-Sachs education. In 
a recent 
press 
release he asked that 
instructors  
allow a 
speaker from SHS to give
 a 15 
minute
 slide presentation. 
The
 testing on Feb. 14 will be 
in the 
Student
 Union Uniunhum Room from 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.. and from 5 to 7 p.m. 
in the Joe West Hall lounge. 
Testing on Feb. 15 
will
 be in the 
Umunhum  mom from 




organizations  are 
the Pre-Med Student's 
Association, 
California Nursing Student's 
Associa-















 staff writer 
For 
those  commuter
 students,  and for 
those who 
live  on campus and still are 




 to be 
discovered. 
And  with more than 








ing to increase 
awareness
 of the 
variety 
of clubs 















on Feb. 14, front 
10 a.m. to I 
p.m. 
Club Day is 




 of IOC, who
 orga-
nized three similar 
events at Foothill Ju-
nior College. 
"Club Day is 
an
 opportunity for 
stu-
dents to 
see the clubs on campus. It's
 
for the students,"Resler said. 
More 
than  40 clubs are scheduled to 
participate in Club Day, which will be-
held in 
the an quad, across from the 
Student Union. or on Seventh Street. 
Each club 
will  set up a display table 
where they 
can hold fund-raisers and 
membership  drives.




 and award a trophy 
to the most 
creative  table. 
Free ice cream 
sundaes will be 
served, starting at 
11:30  a.m., to stu-
dents
 with their student body card.
 
IOC 
is designed to assist clubs at 
SJSU, and to get 
them




















unite clubs,- Resler said. 
If Club Day is a 
success. the 1()C 
plans 
to hold the event 
each semester, 
following 
the Add -Drop 
peritxt  
The 
sponsors  of Club







to "unify the school,' 
Resler
 said. 
The IOC was re -instated last 
semester 
in an effort to increase 
communication 
among campus 
organizations.  The A.S. 
originally 
attempted
 to unify such 
groups in the spring of 1987,
 when it 
passed an act 

















Daily  staff writer 
The walls of one stairwell in Hugh 
Gillis Hall are streaked with water stains 
resembling a day
-old coffee spill. 
Above,  crumbling ceiling tiles that were 
originally 
white  have rotted to a murky 
yellow.  
These are just 
symptoms
 of the 
build-
ing's ills. And instead of curing the 
problem. SJSU of  agreed last 
week to add another




which has been patched 
several times,  
is
 one of the many items 
on a lengthy $21 million list of mainte-







president of facilities development and 
operations. 
Replacement of the leaky roof  could 
cost




said,  but 
because the
 latilties 
department is limited to an 
annual  spe-
cial repairs and 
projects
 budget of about 
$222,000. he has opted to patch the 
roof. again. 
The leak "doesn't give a positive as-
pect to the theater arts building," said 
freshman Marc Rotzow. who has 
a few 
classes in Hugh Gillis Hall. "I'm more 
worried 
about all the 
asbestos
 in the 
building." 
At this time. maintenance
 has "al-
most spent all of the money," Qayoumi 
said. 
A major overhaul of the central cool-
ing system pumps, 
maintenance of 
water 









Moorehead  Hall. and 
the 
drainage















 base to wait 
until  funds ar-
rive for the next fiscal year. 
The list has 
accumulated
 because of 










 prepared a 
five-year  schedule




the  1990-91 through the 
1994-95 school )ears, 
these  repairs will 
he completed lithe funds
 are as ail -able 
Approximately 
$4 million dollars 
is 
needed per fiscal year to keep up 
with 
Facilities 








 Even the amount
 of money 
allotted for the whole CSU system 
"would have not made a dent in our 
list.
-
In 1987. the 
department was 
"given 
a good sum of 
money,-  said Qayoumi. 
With approximatley 
$100,0(X),
 six or 
seven roofs 
were  repaired,  he said. 
Qayoumi
 attributed the increase to a 
surplus in ('St  funds for that fiscal 
year. "The 
money available in the
 
sys-
tem was higher,. ' he said. 
For the 1989-90 fiscal year, the chan-
cellor's  office
 allocated 
just  under $10 
million for the whole CSC system, for 
special repairs and maintenance pro-
See 
REPAIR.
 145 4 







Daily staff writer 
The campus'
 low-level residence 
halls might 
be torn down to make
 room 
for 
a new parking structure. SJSU 
Presi-
dent 
Gail Fullerton said 
at a press con-
ference  Tuesday. 
Fullerton spent about
 45 minutes an-
swering reporters'
 questions in the con-
ference room 
at
 Tower Hall, addressing
 
a variety of 
university -related topics 
such as 
transportation,






the plan  for a new 
parking structure while 
responding  to a 
question about the 
possibility  of a Bay 
Area 
Rapid  Transit extension to 
San 
Jose. She 









 cannot get 
enough  
new land
 on which to build a suitable 
parking structure.
 Fullerton said the 
school 
will consider reusing some of its 
current land. 
One of the 
options  Fullerton sug-
gested was tearing 
down the lower 
level  
dorms  and high-rise 
buildings such as 
Joe West Hall, then 
raising
 the parking 
structure on the leftover
 land. 
"We're looking up."
 Fullerton said 
about the possibility of 
a new high-rise 








line to San Jose are 
being  con-




which  provides 
2.1(1)
 parking places. 
Fullerton said that the 
university  
would  support an 
extension  of the 
BART line.
 hut not at the 
expense
 of the 
garage. However.
 the chances of a San 
Jose BART 
extension are slim, she
 
said,  and it 
probably wouldn't come 
about in this decade. 
She said that 
because  of the great 
number  of 
students  that commute, there 
is a need for good, 
fast  transportation. 
Fullerton said that the 
greatest  con-
cern of the campus 
is coping with 
growth. The faculty that 
was  hired to 
handle the university's 
growth in the 
1960s is retiring or 
has already retired. 
Funhermore,  she 
said
 the campus has 
grown rapidly in the 
last five years. and 
there have 
been




If the positions 
cannot
 be filled by the 
right people. 
Fullerton  said the univer-
sity will hire
 temporary people and re-
cruit again. 
She
 admitted that the time and 
money  
it takes to recruit faculty are both great, 
hut the 
faculty
 "shapes the campus. 
They can build the 
kinds  of programs 
you 








 low attendance at 
SJSU  
football 
games,  Fullerton 
said there 
were
 several factors that 
influenced  the 
lack of fan support.
 The success of local 
professional  teams. 




least  one 
more  parking 
structure.' 













plan for three world 









is the University 
of Louisville, and 
Fresno 

















 more people out. 
She 
is 
also trying to get the the foot-
ball team to 
reduce  the practice time 
athletes spend 













































would require the destruction
 of 






















 on campus  who 



































 was the 
inability to 
devote  enough 
time







Three of the 
four































decision  to 
run for 
office,

























 to want to 
serve  if they 





are  often accused 
of being 
apathetic.
 of not 
caring  how or 
where  their 
lees are 
being  spent. But 
that  apathy is 
more 
prevalent
 in the 
board than







 directors were consis-





hoard  was 










present  to 
vote




















until  the last
 
meeting










 but the 
students  of 
SJSU
 at least 










 have a 
board  they 
can count








The Westerly (R.I.) Sun 
 on the 
federal budget
 





the  1991 
proposed  
federal budget 
does not resemble one
 put out by 
Ronald Reagan
 that it is tempting to 
say the first all -
George 
Bush
 budget is good 
enough. 
 It 
isn't, not nearly. 
 In a government
 budget, when the
 economic 
assumptions
 are too 
optimistic.  the 
deficit  leaps 
wildly 
ahead. The rosy 




 in 1991 at 4 
percent  and is really 
pushing it 
when it forecasts a 
3.3  percent increase in 
the GNP. 
: 
If the Office of 
Management  and Budget
 is off 
by only 1 
percent
 in its projection for the 
increase  in 
the Gross National
 Product, the 
projected  $63 bil-
lion 
deficit  jumps $18 billion. 
 
The  national debt will cross
 the $3 trillion 
[bark this year. Interest 
payments on that debt now 
dat up 14 percent of 
all  tax dollars. The Bush bud-
get has not done 










Santa  Fe (N.M.) New 
Mexican
 
on the peace dividend 
 
Recent  polling data confirm 
that
 three out of 
four 
Americans
 believe the end of the 
Cold  War 
Mould lead to 
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I 05.1,  
gaming:  in one 
tit those Ilosel 
able movie theater food lines recenth 
You know,  the kind where you wait for
 
ID minutes to pay big bucks for some 
stale candy, cold 
popcorn and tlat Coke. 
There isn't
 a whole lot to do in these 
lines. hut 
once  in a while you catch a 
particularly
 interesting conversation. 
I heard one that night which struck 
me a.s odd. 
It was the guy in front of me. with the 
pink high tops and green pants. talking 
to the girl behind the counter. "Give me 
a medium Coke,  a 
medium  Junior 
Mints and a medium 
popcorn," he said. 
"After
 all. I'm just a medium kind of 
guy. 
My first  reaction was, "You're
 just 
an idiot,  




 up. By the way,  nice 
shoes."  On 
second thought 
though,
 he was probably 
just flirting, hut I think




few more people in the world re-
alize that they 
are just as medium as a 
guy with 
pink shoes and green pants, 
we
 would have a lot less problems. 







more  intelligent 
or
 stronger. 



















Much  to the 
chagrin










 charge too 
Much, we've 





ones, some good 
students  and some had 
ones. Believe 
it or not, even some gotxl 
administrators
 and some 
had ones,  but 
we're really not very unique. 
Even those two 
superpower  leaders. 
Bush and Gorbachev. 
are  really just two 
medium guys 




 any instant solu-
tions, 




tound  to 
start the process 
of 
peace between
 two countries. 
All celebrities,
 whether presidents. 
itliletes,
 or musicians 










but  there's more 
to life 
han money. They've


































They will all die eventually and it 
won't have mattered a whole lot. 
Most 
people are fivitten pretty quickly and 
those 




 to be 
proud  of. 
It's 
all  right to succeed. As a matter 
of fact, it's an 
obligation
 to do the best 
with what you've 
got. 
Just
 don't forget how little difference 
there is 
between  everyone. Maybe you 
have 
some  pink shoes 
mo. 
Larry Salisbury is a Daily staff 
writer  
Letters
 to the Editor 
UPD sting 
operation  lauded 
Editor. 
This is in response to Patrick Nolan's
 Campus Voice that 
appeared  in the Feb. 5 issue 
of the Spartan Daily. 
It's too had 
that  Mr. Nolan wasn't writing 
for
 a short 
story fiction 
contest  - he would have won. By the 
time I read 
about the
 possibility of being face down in the 
mud  and hand-
cuffed by 
the University Police 
Department  officers, I had to 
deal 
with  the fact that we may be in 
a Russia -type state even 
though that categorization
 may not tit any longer. 
So, 
Mr.  Nolan would like to see a "sting operation 
by
 
UPD officers that 
deals  just with drugs and (lord 
knows  SJSU 
is famous for this)
 "arms dealers." 
I'm 
sorry if Mr. Nolan feels that backpack
 thieves and 
bike 
thieves
 are not worthy of 




turns in - someone else
 doesn't. 
In 1989 I had two hikes 
stolen  from campus racks. The 
total value 
of both was more than 
¶5(1).  Knowing 
that
 a 
sting' operation operation trying 
to lure a bike thief 
into




 makes me, and 




 but just as a gotxl-hearted
 citizen like Mr. 
Nolan is 
aware of "sting" 
operations.  so KS) is 
someone  whose inten-
tion is for their 
benefit.
 They will be aware
 that it's not going 
to be as safe as it once was. 
I think that UPI) 
Sgt.  Lowe should be 
lauded  for trying 
to attack the problems
 we have at SJSU 
like bike, book,  and 
parking permit 
thefts  instead of just 
going for the drug 
busts, 
arms dealers and 
gun toting criminals. 
If you 
have nothing to 
hide, then being 
stopped and 
questioned
 about the backpack 
you picked up shouldn't
 make 
you irate
  it should make
 you thankful that
 it's just that 
much
 harder for thieves to 
succeed.  
Mr. Nolan. I 
hope  you don't think I'm 
attacking
 you  
it's only the 
non-fiction  logic attempt 
you
 tried to make. To 
me. it came out 
as
 fiction, entertaining 














University  is 







 with the big
 city are here, 
including crime.
 One of the 
goals  of the 





 lower the success rate
 of those 
who  come here 




 Feb. 6. the 
UPD  conducted 
undercover oper-
ations involving
 some 22 
people
 from this 
department  and se-
curity  
personnel





 of the 
operation




 with the intent 
of




of UPD's attempt to 
safeguard
 the 
property of those 
who 
work  or attend school here. 
During  the 
course
 of the eight
 hour operation
 I had con-
versations




 parts of 
which appeared 
in
 the Spartan Daily.
 I 
would  like to clear  up 
any 
misunderstanding
 that UPD 
officers  are 










 item and 












 up a backpack 





 to fear from 
the UPD. The 
person  who picks




someplace  and removes any valuable 
contents before 
tossing
 the backpack 




 by an officer 
and given the 




 his or her 
actions.  
During undercover 
operations, teams will 
be watching 
for  persons who 
remove




 or purses: for
 persons who cut 
locks or chains se-
curing bicycles; for 
persons who smash 
windows to enter cars
 
and 
steal radios and 
parking
 permits. etc. 
These  are activities 
that most law 
abiding  individuals 
do






I hoped to 
get  
across
 to the university
 com-
munity is 
that UPI) is 





and  actively. 
B.M. Lowe 
Sergeant 
State University Police 
Editorials 
The editorials that 
appear  at the upper left-
hand column of the 
Forum  page reflect the majority
 
opinion of' 
the  Spartan Daily Editorial 
Board.  The 
board is 
made up of the Daily editors. 






 to the 
edi-
tor. 
All letters may 
he edited for 
grammar,  libel 
and  
length. The 
writer's  name, 







 Letters may he 
delivered to the 
Spartan Daily
 newsroom in 
Walhquist  Library 
North 








 are written by 
members  of the 
Spartan
 Daily staff. They 
express
 the opinion of the 
writer
 and not 
necessarily
 the 
viewpoints  of the 
newspaper
 






















Angola is a 
serious breach




















Department  should 
insist that the 
Angolan  government 




 and return to 
the  negotiating 
table to reinforce the 
agreement  already reached iii 
that beleaguered
 section of Africa.
 We also should 
demand completion 
of the Cuban withdrawal.
 
The 
American  goal should 
remain  nothing less 
than free elections, 
a democratic 
government,




The Waco (Texas) Tribune -Herald 
on U.S. troops in Panama 
Vice President Dan Qua),Ie's trip to 
Latin  
America and the 
Caribbean was a worthy 
gesture
 
but was doomed from the start. Instead of 
east,* 
hard feelings over the invasion of Panama, the trip 
gave Latin 
leaders a 




sentment against the United States 
that  seems -al-
ways 
just beneath 
the  surface. 











































































































































































































































































makes  a 
lot 
of 
sense  for 
the
 


























































































































































































































































































































 far in 
his 















-I not only 
want to be 
governor,  hut 
I intend







 that he 
w 
'shed


















thonty." he  said. 
As desenhed




EPA" would he 
a sort ot ens 
ironmental  







tions over air, water, toxic,,  the coast, 
wildlife habitats and wetlands.
 
Wilson, California's junior U.S. sen-
ator
 who earlier 
served  11 years 
as 
mayor la San !Nev. is 
virtually  unop-
posed in his campaign for the GOP gu-
hernatonal nomination in the June pri-
mary. The two principal Democratic 





ney General John Van de Kamp, were 
also 
scheduled
 to address the envinm-
mental
 ist group. 
Van de Kamp. according to an ad-
vance transcript of 
his






Ls support.  and 
called on 
environmentalists
 to back 
his "Big 




measure  that would 
require  a grad-




cause cancer and 
of
 chemicals that de 
pixie
 the ozone layer. It would also 
limit 
ottshore oil drilling and 
require oil spill 
prevention planning.
 The proposal has 
not yet qualified  




 signatures  on 
petitions
 
by March 23 
"I committed myself and my cam-





Kamp, that  
ini-
tiative, that vehicle for change,  will he 
on
 the ballot 
next  tall." Van de Kamp 
said.  
Feinstein.
 in remarks prepared for de-
livery to the POI. on Sunday, Sunday. 
called for the creation of a state 
Growth  
Management 
Commission,  similar 
iii 
the Coastal 
Commission,  declaring 
that 
"responsible growth management must 
he the 
number
 one priority of state
 gov-
ernment " Feinstein said she would cre-
ate such an agency "within the first  
010  
da) s of my administration.'' 
last
 week in Los Angeles. Feinstein
 
Resignation





for  Apple, report says 
API 
 
Analysts said a report 
Wednesday of the planned 
resignation  
of Apple's Computer's chief
 product 







founder Steven Jobs, could he welcome 
news for the industry's second-largest 
personal 
computer  maker. 
"They've got to make a change. 
l's 
painful, hut it's got to be done," said 
Paul Gillen, executive editor of Compu-
terworld, an industry news weekly. 
"In the long term it's going to 
be 
positive because what Apple needs is a 
shakeup," he added. "They need peo-
ple at the top who can make 
decisions  
and get pnxlucts out 
the  door." 
The Wall Street 
Journal  reported in 
Wednesday's editions that
 Jean-Louis 
Gasee, 46, who has 
headed Apple 
Computer Inc.'s new products devel-
o(iment for the past 
five
 years, will 








The paper said John Sculley, Apple's 
chief executive officer, 
had pressured 
Gassee to accept a demotion. 
Just last week, Allan Z. Loren, who 
'They've got to 
make  
a change. l's painful, 
but it's got to be 
done.'
 




 Apple's domestic 
sales  divi-
sion, was forced out of the company,
 
which 
has suffered from 




 has come under increasing
 
criticism from its 
legions
 of stalwart 
users for not 


















 successors to 
Sculley.
 and their 
apparent  fall 
from 
prominence conies as Apple fiercely 
tries to keep ahead of the 
competition,  
which is trying 
to develop technology 
comparable


















 eir Quist in 
San Francisco. 
But 
while  it will he 
difficult  to re-
place  the flamboyant 
executive
  who 
of
 wore an 
earring and once
 cursed at 
a reporter's question
 during a news con-
ference  Lupatkin 
said




Jobs' departure (in 1985). he 
had been promoted as 
the individual re-
sponsible  for the company's
 vision, but 
if you look at what's 
he's  delivered. I 






 its latest quarter, 
Apple  suf-
fered an II 
percent decline in profits 
from 
the comparable period 
















 with most of the prob-
lems centering




SpartaGuide is a daily 
calendar  
available to SJSU student, faculty 
and staff organizations at no charge. 
Forms are 
available  in the Daily 
newsroom, 
Wahlquist
 Library North 
Room 104 and at 
the  Information 
Center of the Student 
Union.  The 
deadline  
for entries is 
10 am. No 
phone-in items
 will be accepted  
TODAY
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Career Resource Center Tours, 2 
pm 
Business
 Classroom 13. Resume
 
Resume
 Critique, 12:30 to 2 p.m., 
S.U. Cos-
tanoan




Onentation,  6 p.m. to 8 
p.m., 
Wahlquist 






bag seminar. 1130 
p.m. and 1:30
 p.m., S.U. 
Guadalupe





11:30,  S.0 
Almaden Room Call 
241-7567  
SAN 
JOSE  STATE FOLK DANCE 
CLUB:  
Intl 
Folk  Dance Class, 8 p.m. -9 p.m. (tea-











meeting  of spring 
semester,







Its easy! Take Field Studies 
in
 Natural Studies in Natural 
History's
 "the Other California" Program & 
earn that unit 
while having a 
great time learning about the natural/cultural
 
history 
of the Central and San Joaquin 
valleys. 
Natural Science 152g 
fulfills
 the Area B, Part 3, Physical 
Universe,
 G.E. requirement. Two Friday













 call or 
write:  
Field
 Studies in Natural 
History 
Office
 of continuing 
Education  
Admin,  107 
924-7675  







can't attend class regularly ? 
Try our self -paced
 learning programs 
in
 French, 
German, Hebrew, Italian, 
Portuguese,  Russian and 
Spanish.  No formal classes. 
Take  1-5 units/semester 
Work  in 




 with instructor in 
lab/car/home.  Text 
tapes,















































































 an active lead 
in 
the fight to 

















concise,  well-resean.tied 
ar-
ticks by 
free-lance student wnters 
for 
their  spring MO issue.
 
Feature articles between 2.000 
and 
3.000 words
 as well as RXJ- to 1.300-
word 
articles on 
deparments  such as 
campus, people, 
entertainment,  city and 
sports 
relevant to 
SAL' and the sur-
rounding area
 are needed 
Ideas should be 
submitted  no later 





















 in the 
Access box 
in 
WLN  104. 
All writers
 will be 
notified
 of reject-





 campuses put on 
hold  
The University of California may 
have 
difficulty
 getting funding for three 
proposed campuses if it comes to the 
Legislature one proposal at a time. 
according 









legislators who have 
signed
 a letter to 
Board of 
Regents  
Chairman  Roy Bro-
phy critical of a map 
dividing the state 
into northern, central and
 southern re-
gions. 
Statham also sent a similar letter to 
UC President David Gardner. 
UC officials have said each of the 
three regions will get a campus and re-
genLs are 
scheduled to announce Feb. 
15 which region will be the first. 
As the boundaries are drawn, the cen-
tral region is the only area 
without a UC 
campus, which Statham said appears to 
favor its selection next week. 
Budget limitations have created con-
cern that only the first campus will be 
built in 
the near future, causing a scram-
ble among the 
regions
 to be first, he 
said. 
-The map is basically 
silly. It's crea-
tive map-drawing, to say the 
least."
 
Statham said. "When you come to the 
Legislature 
with just one area, there's 
political problems." 
Statham 
said UC ought to build three 







Ron Kolb said 































































For the Record 
In an article dealing 
with  the accident at 




 was incorrectly 
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 Moto Landing Marine
 
Labo-
ratories received a one -acre 
land-grant
 











the  Oct. 
17
 earth-
quake Before any new 
building  takes 
place,  the damaged 
labs must he demo-
lished and rebuilt 
Currently, there are 
no plans as to 
what  the new 


















Money  that will 
he used to 
rebuild the 
lab 










Kappa Sigma fraternity members, 
forced out




earthquake.  are still waiting for city 
approval  to repair their 
house on S. Ilth 
Street. April 15 has 
been set as a tenta-
tive
 completion  date 
and 
as
 the day 
members
 can move back in. A 
licensed 
contractor 








eventually  left only the su-
porting beams standing. 
Some of the 
members
 have been living 
and conduct-
ing their 
meetings at a another 





SJSU  industrial design majors 
have been 
accepted  as interns at the 
Ford Motor Co. in Detroit. Phil Frank 
and Nate 















first SJSU students to he 
selected as interns. 
The Ford Motor Co. has also
 donated 
$45,000 to the SJSU
 industrial design 
program to go 
toward  the purchase of 




Scott Lazier. an SJSU
 environmental 
studies major, has put pressure on the 
Fairmont Hotel in downtoen San Jose to 
install 
recycling  bins for bottles. Lasier 
works 
as a banquet 
bartender at the 
hotel.  
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR 
CALLING. PLUS 
RAISE UP 
TO $1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS! 
Student groups, frau, and 
sororities 
needed for marketing 







GIFT Group officers 
call 






































the Pub Bud's, 





















Class or no Class... 
 
 
f -c4 -13P9 
be there at 2:00! 
 
Valentines  Day ! 
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 first time in SJSU history 
Kt %like %trailer 
Rol,/ stall
 *Nat 
%Linda% night the men s 
basketball
 
team learned its limitations atter the% 
rani 
r against 




 Rebels The Spartans 
tell to
 
the Rebels 105-69. the worst
 
for the team this season. 
the 
lets'. 
dropped  SJS11 to 5-15 
over-
all and 2 9 in 
the conference. 
the"Runnin 
Rebels"  are currently 

















not in the same league as 
them, they 
are a great team," head 
coach Stan Morrison said. 
"We don't 
have
 the team to compete 
against  their 
talent, 
si/e.  skill,  or 
experience  They 
are a considerably better team 
then we 
Ihe 
kiss was the 
sixth in a row flit- 
the 
Spartans. four out of the
 last five 
have
 




mediocre  but we 
always
 come together as 
a team," said 
SJSU senior center Kenne 
Young. when 
referring to the team's moral after the 
loss to UNLV 
Momson  said that 
the  team was not 
satisfied with their effort. 
"The team has its heads down. 
They  
are 
emharrased  by the loss. I think 
that 
we all are 
embarrassed,"
 Morrison 









swinging against t Stile.
 
'Die team has 
taken  it on the chin a 
lot, 
hut their hest quality







ning is tremendously 
important,  feeling 
good about 
your  
game  is more SW. I 





By starting lour freshman,
 the first 
time 
in the 
school's  history., 
the team 
seemingly was 
outclassed  by the Re-
bels. UNI.V 
features one of the most 
powerful front lines 
in the country with 
forward Larry Johnson, the 1989
 Junior 
College Player of the 
year,  All-Ameri-
can candidate. center David 
Butler,  and 
former 
Olympian 19119 Big West 
Player 
of 
the Year Stacy Augmon. They were 
just too much 
for the Spartan front line. 
Surprisingly, 
Morrison  said that 
SJSU 







Basketball's Top 25 
Associated Press 
The Top Twenty Five teams in the 









 records through Feb. 4, total
 
-points 
based  on 25 -24 -23-22-21-20-
19-113-17-16-15-14-13-12-11-10-9-8-
7-6-5-4-3-2-1 and last week's rank-
ing.'  





















 1,337 6 
: 6. Syracuse 16-3
 1,281 7 
 7: Michigan 
16-4 1,113 4 
 :EC 





16-4 1,061 12 
10 Purdue 
16-3




16-4 94 14 
.12: Illinois
 
16-4 866 11 





























 17-4 376 20 
.21 


















14-5 147 22 
 i,itlar
 receiving votes 
New Mexico 
:DI 118, Alabama 
CO. North Caroline 
,158, Brigham 
VVVVV 29, N. 
Carolina  
:t3t
 18, Tessa 12,  Idaho
 
0,
 Clemson 8. 
 
lcinoriginaTech  5. 
















Southern  ii I . 














northern  portion of the 
Sierra 













inches  new 5' 
base 






















































 sit chairs 
. Dodge
 Ridge  
6 inches 
new. 4 -5





















































 in the 
same 
league  as them, 
they  
are  a great team. 
We don't





size, skill, or 
experience.' 





the  their game plan and simply 




1UNI.V1 took us hard
 to the 
hoards and were able to make a lot of 
easy follow-up shots," 
Morrison
 said. 





and used a strong pressure
 defense 





 we are." 
Senior center. Kenne Young did not 
start in 
the game because of a missed 
practice on Sunday. 
Replacing him, 
freshman Kevin I Aigan made the 
most  




 16 points for the Spartans. 
"Kevin
 played a great game, grabing 
all of those boards and
 hustling the way 





 on his attitude toward 
the contest: "I was
 pleased with my 
game but it didn't 
really matter in a 
blowout 
like
 this. We're- trying to 
keep 
a 




watching UN1.V rather than
 watch-





 Young did 
not intentionally miss 
Sunday's  prac-
tice,  it was just an 
inadvertent
 mistake. 
Young still sat on the bench
 when the 
opening
 wistle blew because of Morri-
son's rules 
about  missed practars.
 
Immediatly
 following the 
game, 
Young 
was flown to Oakland to 
have 
his nose rebroken and 
set. Young frac-
tured his nose after taking
 an elbow 
from  Fresno State point
 guard Bijou 
Bali during the 
Spartan's
 Jan. 29 contest 
against the Bulldogs. Young said 
before 
leaving
 for UNLV that he 
seriously 
doubted
 that the injury would 
prevent  
him from missing any future 
games  
Jim Moho Daily stall photographer 
Junior guard
 Troy Batiste 
scored  16 points 
in
 the 
the (cant's leading scorer in Big West play with a 
Spartans'  105-69 
loss
 to the Runnin 
Rebels.  Batiste is 









tied to Giant's anti -ballpark campaign 
SACRAMENTO (API  Mayor 
Anne Rudin says she will ask the City 
Council to reconsider its support flit -
bringing the Raiders football team to 
Sacramento if any evidence of wrong-
doing is found among the plan's main 
backers. 
"If there 
were evidence of illegal ac-
tion
 on 




Sacramento Sports Association. I would 
ask  Mr a reconsideration of the 550 mil-
lion  franchise
 fee," she said Tuesday. 
She told The Sacramento
 Union that 
"the public would he 
outraged"  if the 
offer remained after wrongdoing was 
uncovered. 
However.  we don't have any evi-
dence of that yet and I'm not going to 












 the SSA 













































 on the 
franchise
 fee to 
attract the 
National 





Feb. 28. The 
council would
 
have to vote 
then to extend 
the offer. 
State 
campaign  laws 




 Pioneers 16-1 
The Spartan baseball 
team
 defeated 




a game that was 
played
 a 
day late due to a rain delay. 











 and Science Students 
Association (BESSA)  is hosting its 16th Annual 
Job Fair at the Oakland Hyatt Convention
 Center on 
Saturday, Feb. 10th, 1990, from 9-12pm and 14pm. 
Employers will be seeking applicants both 
in technical 
and non -technical fields. Please bring resumes and
 
dress appropriately. For












 SLICE GET 
ONE  
FREE  I 
I PAY 
FOR  THE MORE 
EXPENSIVE
 SLICE I 
cto-
by



























 above $1.000 
made  in the last 
16 
days
 of an 
election
 to be 
reported  to 
election 
officials 
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the copy center 
 310 S. Third St.  295-4336 
















looking  tin excitement arvi 
adventure,  you'll 









 out more. 
Conrad
 CPT Ben Hands 
Room 309, MacQuarrle
 Hall, or call 924-2920. 
ARMY ROTC
 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE 














 MEX1«  ) 1 1 
299 
Beginning February  15, there'll never




















Guadalajara  that goes on 
to Mexico City. It'll
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 the rosy 
assessment  in 
the first 
annual  economic 
report he has 
submitted.
 A summary
 of the message
 
was released at 
the  White House after 
lush signed the 




 spells out the eco-
nomic principles 
that Bush said will 
guide his administration, 
After dispatching the report to Con-
gress, Bush left on a three-day trip to 
the West in an effort to boost 
public 
support for his $292 
billion defense 
budget amid 
demands from Democrats 
fir steep 
spending  cuts. 
In his 
report,  Bush said. "Our excel-
lent 
economic  health will allow us to 




for  the next
 century. 
"I am confident that the United 




growth  and use
 the fruits
 of that 
growth to raise living standards, solve 
longstanding problems, deal with new 
challenges
 and make the
 







 said that since the end 
of 
the








 expansion in his-
tory, with the
 creation of 20 million 
new jobs. 
"The 
containment  of 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































and  the 





































































































































long before his arrival
 on an 
icy morning. 
After chanting
 and yelling at Bush 
as 
he arrived, the 
demonstrators 
quickly 




later, about a dozen kinder-
garten students
 and their teachers 
watched, chanting, 




of signs, bearing 
slogans 
such as 











 at the 
rural  lab. 
"I just hope
 we can let
 him know 
that 
there are a 















Berkeley,  a 

























to support the idea of 
a 
nuclear
 free Alameda County." said 
Tom Lawrence, 75,












cord,  deal with inherited problems and 
meet the new challenges and seize the 
new opportunities before us." 
He said his primary goal was "to 
achieve the highest possible rate of sus-
tainable economic growth." 
Kelly Davis Daily staff photographer  
Bush 
pledged







 the growth 
of federal
 spending. He 
said economic 
growth
 would raise 
revenue  to balance 
the 
budget
 and then reduce






BARBER SHOP   
" 






 9 AM - 6PM, 




























Units  of 
Credit










-bound  students 
once
















Wednesday  and 









made  the pitch for Star 
Wars in a speech
 prepared for de-
livery to workers 
at Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratories,  
the nerve center of both 
the  Star 
Wars research
 effort and 
nuclear 
weapons  work. 
The 
White  House also an-
nounced Bush has 
invited West 
German Chancellor
 Helmut Kohl 
to 
Camp David on Feb.
 24-25 to 
discuss East-West issues 
and the 
prospects








issues,  EPA 
says 
WASHINGTON IAN -- President 





ing very well" to the challenges 
of 
global warming 
despite  complaints from 
environmentalists ot.  inadequate lead-
ership trom the White House on the 
issue  
William Reilly,
 head ot the Environ-
mental Protection Agency. defended 
Bush's  speech to a global warming con-
ference Monday. in which the president 
called fix more research before specific 







"The speech that 
was  delivered was 
first rate," Redly told a congressional 
heartng. He said that while he was 
not 
directly involved in writing the speech. 
"two-thirds to three -fourths" of the 
suggestions he 
submitted  to the White 
House 
were incorporated in the final 
draft. 
The remarks reportedly were toned 
down by White 
House  Chief of Staff 
John 
Sununu,  who has expressed con-
cern that 
efforts to reduce global warm-
ing 






think  the president is 
responding  
very well 
to the major problem we 
have" on 
the gMbal warming issue. 
Reilly told the 
Senate  Government Af-
fairs 
Committee. 
Reilly appeared before the committee 
to endorse bipartisan legislation 
that 
would elevate his agency to a Cabinet
-
level 
Department  of the Environment. 
The Bush speech before the 60-nation 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change on 
Monday  was the 
president's
 
most broad -ranging to date on 
his views 
of what should he done about the ex-
pected warming of the 
Earth as a result 
of increasing pollution. especially car-
bon dioxide from the
 burning of fossil 
fuels.  
Environmentalists immediately de-
nounced the remarks. 
"The was more talk in the speech 




Becker  of the Sierra Club. 









































warm the earth by 
the middle of the next 
century 
"What 
we're hearing is 
talk  of an
 year of waiting. I 
expected
 a lot 
more concern about
 the (global warm-
ing) problem." said Rafe 
Pomenuice  of 
the 
World Resources Institute 
Bush,  
speaking  to the 80 -nation Inter-
governmental Panel on Climate 
Change. said. "Our policies must he 
consistent with ecimomic growth." He 
complained that in some areas
 of the de-







 "Our goal continues to be matching 
policy commitments to emerging scien-
tific knowledge  and a 
reconciling  of 
environmental protection




opment,"  the president said, promising 
to convene a White House conference 
on 
global  warming in the spring. 
James Tripp. a 
lawyer  for the Envi-
ronmental  Defense
 Fund, said Bush 
failed to demonstrate "the political will 
necessary to make the United States a 
wleaatnienrign "the effort






 Lambnx, head of the 
Global Climate Coalition, an industry 
group, called Bush's view of global 
warming "an appropriate balance." 











Lambrix, director of government rela 




























































































 you can still get pre- t bured IBM P5/2  personal computer con.r 
packages at special savings! Call 
your
 local IBM Education Program Coordinator at 
Photo




 RAM, 20MB Fixed Disk (order
 #617,121#11 




























Confiviratto# #4 -- 4MB RAM, 60MB Fixed Disk (order 
#61792121
 
IBM PS/2 Model 70-L61 
$4,699 
















Each configuration  includes the IBM 
PS/2  Enhanced Keyboard, IBM Mouse, the 8513





Windows  (286 or 386), Microsoft
 Excel 
Academic  Version(except 
Model 30 
286),  hDC Windows Express, hDC Windows Manager,
 hDC Windows Color, Matesys File 
Manager,
 IBM Mouse Pad, Diskette Case 
and Power Strip. 
1884, Personal 
System/2.







IBM LPC Representative: 


























by Deborah Kerr 
Daily stall writer 






 1 Rusty Randolph has 
just  student-pro-
dused and
 directed his third campus play, 




-age story by Claire Booth 
I .uce 
"When I first came here. I 
was
 the only 
Black drama student They couldn't cast me in 
roles
 because they 
were all white roles." said 
the 24 -year -old Royce Hall resident adviser 
"I almost withdrew from school But, 
Laney Scott. the 






sit  amund and 
complain.  .Do 
something  
about it!' So I did," Randolph
 continued 
So,  he did 
He set about producing his first, short 





in Spring which received rave reviews by his 
fraternity brothers from Delta Chi,







 what it 
was  
about. 
Along came his second play. 
"Vanities."  
last semester, which 
was about three women 
and the natural evolution
 of their long-time 
friendships 
Randolph said producing these 
short  plays 
has 
not  only aided him in accomplishing nec-
essary
 




able example tor 








intimate  moments 
By Deborah
 Kerr 
Daily staff writer 
Drama student Kimberly Moline 
said she had
 trouble sympathizing with 
the lead character she portrayed in T 
Rusty Booth's 10-minute student -pro-
duced stage production of "Slam the 
Door Softly" by Clare Boothe Luce. 
Staged
 in 
1970.  Mohne  played the 
part of Nora, a housewife-comeaa-
age, who decides the only way to pur-
sue any personal accomplishments is to 
leave her
 husband





"The separation is hard to deal 
with." she said. "I had trouble finding 




 it, I found out 
there were more 
peo-
ple out there like her 
than I thought. 
. They'd say things like. Td leave my 
husband in a second'.  
" Given her personal feelings and the 
minuscule two-week 
rehearsal  period,  
it's no wonder she wasn't able to add 
real emotion to her long, state -of -the -










































 us she felt what she said. 
True, the 
two stars
 had to work 
against time. While her reasoning may 
have seemed convincing two decades 
ago.
 it now seems extreme, especially 
since younger 





women  are 
more selective in who and why they 
many. 








 for his convinc-
ing portrayal of the shocked husband 
who just learned he's losing the 'per-
fect wiley. he took fiir granted for so 
many years. 
He also deserves praise for his accu-





quotes  his wife 
spewed 
forth from what were then called 







her  reasons to leave  are 
not  




humorous lines,  such as when 
Nora
 said







 you think about is the 
condi-
tion  of my uterus. When something is 
wrong with you, should I ask, 'Is 
something wrong with your prostrate 
gland?" 
Another funny line was, "Wid-
owhood is  




 things considered, including the 
dim lighting in the 
cozy University 
Theatre, the mellow background music 
of Helen Reddy. and the proximity of 
the 
actors  in the close quarters. made 
kr an 
intimate
 30 minutes of inexpen-
sive 
theater. 
"A kit of students want to direct plays. 
but 









the average. I 
see  about 
20 drama 
querns  around here. 
There's  
about  70 
10 KO 
enrolled!'   
"It's great lid people in the department to 
continue  working. because there's too many 
students and too less 
parts.- said Jeffrey 
Draper. drama student and lead character  in 
"Slant
 the Door Softly " 
It's
 not as hard to 
do as one would think. 
said 





























































































 the main 
theatre...  he 
said  
Shannon  Slamon 
Daily  staff 
photographer  
In the student -
directed 
5,151'  
play,  'Slam 
the 
Door 
Softly  ,' 


























 recently released film "Flash-
back" is not
 just a look back at the '60s
 
generation, hut 
a modem social 
corn-
inentary that looks 
ahead as well. 
The 
story makes some 
valid points 
while keeping the audience
 thoroughly 
entanained and laughing 
throughout.  
The movie stars Dennis Hopper
 
("Easy, Rider," "Blue Velvet." 
''Hoosiers'') as Huey Walker, 
an
 old 
hippie radical who became a living leg-
end by pulling a practical joke on Spiro 
Agnew and then es-






laist  Boys." 
"Young Guns") plays the pan of '80s 
special agent John Buckner, who is as-
signed to bring the recaptured Walker 
Imm San 
Francisco to Spokane, Wash. 
for trial on 
the old charge. 
..,The problem is that you really like 
me  and just won't admit 
it,"
 Walker 
tellS Buckner after they 
first meet. That 





works  both ways. 
Although the two have personalities 
that are as opposite as black and white. 
the 
juxtapositioning of the characters 
works 
well.  
Buckner is conservative, lawr-abid-
ing, clean and materialistic. Walker is 
radical, carefree, unkempt and almost 
spiritualistic.
 
The built in conflict here provides 
most of the fresh humor in the film. 
As it 
progresses, the characters 
change and get a 




 we later discover is 
really named 
"Free."  finds the need to 
travel and 
he free of the constraints
 of 
modern life. 
Walker gives up his radical 
lifestyle 
and
 is riding in a 
limousine
 by the end 
of the story. 
The
 changes take place 
mainly  be-
cause of what the characters
 learn from 
each other. 
Each character discovered
 the part of 
his life that had been 
missing  because 
he rebelled against it. 
Perhaps more interestingly,
 this film 
serves as a social 
commentary
 in a 
larger sense about both the 
'60s and the 
'80s. 
In the '60s, 
people
 rebelled against 
conformity. In 
the '80s,  they rebelled 
against the 
values of the  '60s and shifted 
toward conformity. 
In one of his lines, Hopper
 tells Su-
therland that "the '60s are to the
 '80s 
what the '80s will be to the '90s."
 
That alone causes one 
to think about 
how the decade of the 
'80s
 will be 
Aussie  







Daily stall writer 









Well mates,  now 
comes  a new surge of 
, music from Australia. 
These six new bands
 are not the first from 
Australia, but they are fea-
tured  on "Roo Arts
 pre.
 
'sent!,  ..Big Music 
From 








The best of 
the bunch is definitely The 
Hummingbirds. The 
song  "Get on Down" is 
the same style heard from






 has a great 
modern  nick 









more  each nme you 
hear
 
ii. the main 
verse,
 "I'm getting down. 
because I'm not 
going down






"Heart" by Tall Tales 
and True has a 
sound heard
 often by U2. The song
 is fast -
paced and borders
 on rock/modem 
rock,  much 
like the older 
U2






when Bono works 
the crowd. 
Another modern
 rock tune is 
"Minibar of 








 yells at intervals 
and  is backed 
by repeated 
low-key
 chorus and 
occasional  
burst of loud 
music.  Faith No More 
comes  to 
mind when listening 
to
 the Trilobites. 
The other
 three songs on the 
release  are a 
cut below the
 first three. "Memories 
mem-
ones- 





with a synthesized 




is almost a folk song 
with 
its slow 
haunting  beat. The women's 
vocals  
are intertwined with all sons 
of bells and 
noises 
mixed eerily in the 
background.  
The last song. 
"Thank  You...Goi,x1 
night-  by Sean Kelly has a 
slow modern rock 
sound.
 About the only words 
are  thank you 
(his, thank you -that. 
goodnight
-this and good-
night -that. He said 
goodnight  to practically ev-
erybody but John -Boy.
 
Watch
 for The 
Hummingbirds  to 
possibly  
make it big.
 Tall Tales and 





 to. As 
for the others. it's "GDay" and  back 
to Aus-
sie land for them. 
Rock group The Rise 














around  the stage at the 





 out a 
wild  guitar 
solo. 
 The 















Jan.  31. 
.; The 
turnout  was 
disappointing,






 to a 





























-billy  type 
with  a hint of past influences such as PIT and 
Big Country. Fusing these two types of sounds 
creates quite a hit of excitement. 
Not only are the 
group's members, who are 
all graduates of Palo Alto High School. good 
muscians,  hut the Rise's songs have a con-
science. 
Kruetz, also the main song writer, is heav-
ily influenced by 
Native Amencan culture and 
the experiences of Native 
American  oppression. 
Most of the Rise's album.
 "Fortune's 
Ride." has songs dealing with  Native American 
ceremonies,  such as the song "Eagle Dancer. -
or pas( American oppression demonstrated in the 
Gabnelesque 
"Trail  of Tears." 
The 
Rise incorporated a lot of new material 
ink its show,  and 
finished  its set with a different 
140s updated 




The Rise; now tounng the Western United 





On a different note,  the outrageous Frontier 
F----ng Wives finished an exciting evening with 
its drunken, lewd and loud impression of a rock 
hand. 
The Wives mixed their 
own orginal songs 
with 
a climax of 
unorthodox covers of rock 
Their onginal songs had intriguing themes. 
viewed 
in times to come. It 
even  sug-
gests that another counter -culture revo-
lution 
may  he on the horizon. 
This film shows how 
important  the 
generation gap can 
he in shaping lives 
to different ends. 
Carol Kane's "Maggie- helped 
bring Sutherland's and Hopper's char-
acters to their completion. 




After 20 years, she still lived 
on the 
Oregon commune where Buckner 
was 
raised.  
Almost too coincidentally, the pair 
seeks refuge at the old commune when, 
on their journey, they  are 
tieing  chased 
by a corrupt sheriff. 
Maggie was the catalyst for both 
Buckner and Walker to sort out their 
own  priorities. 
Her eyes shimmered with some sort 
of special knowledge or insight as she 









In a touching moment,  we see Su-
therland cry





regarded  as the 
"Father of 
Reggae,"  
is ill be one of three 
acts
 performing

















Daily stall writer 
Day -0! The sounds of reggae will
 come 





Headlining the concert is 
Joe  Higgs. Touted 












Opening for Higgs is the South 
Bay favor-
ite, Uprising, followed by 
the Bay Area's own 
Zulu Spear. Uprising, a popular local reggae 
band, plays frequently at clubs in Los Gatos. 




 lik he left behind. 
It was during this 
segment  that 
Walker too realized
 his need: to publish 
his book and 
settle  down. 





 tells Buckner near 
the end of the 
film. 
The musical accompanyment
 to the 
film
 was well chosen and 
corresponded 
well to the mood or theme 
of the scenes. 
A wide sampling of '60s
 music was 
offered, including 
snippets from the 
Rolling Stones, 
Lou Reed, Steppen-




The most fitting 
was  "White Room"
 
by
 Cream during 
a chase scene 
on a 
train near the 
end  of the film. 
Perhaps the
 only thing 
missing
 was a 
piece front 
the  Greatful Dead.
 Consid-
ering the 
way  the movie was 
promoted.  
and even 





 some Dead. 
There were 
times when it 
would  have 
been appropriate












 the spirit 
of the '60s. 
 intA 













 to the 



















soring  the concert event. 






 of black culture



































































































































famed  fortepianist  
By Lisa 
Cuellar  

























































































































 than the 
modem grand
 as we 
know
 it today,





Moran  and 
early  
Beethoven  




















modem piano as well.
 A 
member  of 
the 
music 















students  to hear
 some-








 in San 
Francisco  for 
$19," 

















































































 AVAIL Computer 
systems dev fulfills 
Bus  93 re-
quirement Mission College,
 Great 
America Pkwy & 101 Staft Feb 
5.1990
 
STUDENT SERVICES HAS HEART 
Come to information Day 
February
 14. 9-2 PM. 
Student
 Union 







-0T  STUDENTS!. 
COI. to SOTA'e Social on 
Feb. 1315, CCB, 210. 
4.30  PM 
FREE Raffle -Prizes!.
  
VISA OR MASTERCARD., Even if 
bankrupt or bad credit' We guar-
antee you  card or double your
 








from $100 Fords. Mercedes. Cor-
vettes. Chevy. Surplus buyers 










ero  by 
DES.
 FBI. IRS end US cus-
toms Available your area now 
Call 1405-682-7555, at C-1255 
COMPUTERS  
INFERNO  BBS 
8N1, 300 1200 2400 
baud,  Main. 





























JIM  at 
926-5802
 




1 br.  . 1 
ba fenced 
yd,  spa, 
patio,






























599 5 pc bedroom
 set  
$199  
Desks










































































































































 your own order' Thank
 
you 
Also,  good part-time income 
forth. holidays 
Call  JANE at 251-
%42 
BUS DRIVER TEACHER
 for site. 
school child-care program.
 Hours 
11 30 AM -5.30 PM with benefits 
Call 257-7326 for informetion Slx 
units preferred but not required 
CARPENTER FOR RESTORATION 
Exp a plus. near campus Call 
297.2960 work your own
 hrs 
CHILDCARE POSITION AVAILABLE 
Seeking loving babysiffer to care 
for my one yr old son 
in my home 
on Wednesdays from 730 AM -
1210 PM and Fridays 
from 730 
AM -2 30 
PM to Merl immediately 
Must have own transportation 
Non-smoker Salary negotiable 
References





local residential 1.111 -




 .5 related disa-
bilities
 FT 8. PT positions 
even  
Starling 56-5625 
hr Coll (408) 
448-3953 




 and noel sum-
mer 
breaks  Merry positions 
Cell  
1-605-682-7555.  eel 41062 
DRAFTER 
with auto cad 
experience  



















envelope  to 
Extra  income 
Unern. 
lied, 
P0 Box 64899. 
Chicago, 11 
60664-0899  
HOUSEKEEPER  I day week































dren in  
mhool  setting
 for up to 
20 
hours  per 
week
























































































































Individuals  with 
desire to 
build 



























shifts  available 
7 days a week, 
24
 hrs day 
CAVE IMAGING 
1700 WYATT DR 




 someone to @n-
ewer





 mans ok Part 
time
-toll




STUDENT UNION INFORMATION 
CENTER
 is now hiring for work 
study positions. 
Contact  the Stu-
dent Union Director's Office 
SUMMER JOBS!! 
COUNSELORS. 
Boys Camp. W. Massechusetts 
Girls Camp, Moine
 Top Salary, 
room,
 board, laundry. travel al. 
lowance Must 
love kids and have 
skill in one of the following activ-
ities 
Archery. Arts & Crafts, 
Baseball,  
Basketball, Bicycling, 
Cheer-leading. Dance. Drama. 
Drums, 
Fencing, Golf, Guitar. 
Gymnastics, Hockey, 
Horseback. 
Kan. LaCrosse,  Nature. Nurses. 
Photography, Piero, Radio, Rock.
 
etry. Ropes, Sailboarding. Selling. 




MEN, call or writs CAMP Wi-
NADU, 5 Glen Lane, Mamaroneck, 
MY. 10543 (914) 381-5983. 
WOMEN, call or write  CAMP 
VEGA, P.O. Box 1771. Duxbury. 
Me 02332 (617)9344536 
TEACHER AIDE. camp. chlkl care 
Three to five mornings Work 





- - $20460 
per 
hour. part time A dream come 
true Cloorbrook of 
California
 
looking for marketing reps Call 
(408)946-1995, Mr Heggem 




 meals plus pay Must work 
Monday dinner Call 292.0845 
HOUSING 
FEMALE CHRISTIAN WNTD to shr 2 
IMAM apt. pool or Good Sam 
Hosp. 6350 ems  MI1.377-9085 
FOR RENT. large 2 bdrer 2 bath, re-
modeled. clean and quiet Seco. 
rity building,  off street parking, 
laundry facilities. security en. 
trance, carport,  cable hook.up, 
780 S Ills
 St (nr 280) 6725-
$825 rno Call 268-9157. John or 
Martha or please leave complete 
message
 
1 BORM HOUSE, ptly farm 12 blk 
SJSU N smkr uppr level student 
only. $800 mo. call 
297-7679 
1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE
 in a 4 
bare 2 ber $500 mo 
Female 
only Nice 
Santa  Clara home For 




BARE IT Al Stop having.  waxing 
tweezing 
or
 using chemical .011 
tore. Let me permanently re-













 before May 31,1990 8. 
the 1st appointment 
is 1 2 price 
Unwanted  hair dismay...
 with 
my 








/C,  Cornpbell 
HAIR 










30 ft 00 PM Campus
 Cheat. 
Center 101h it San Carffis For 
more info &Dour other ativilies 
call Father Bob Leger or Sister 
Judy Ryan at 296.0204 
CHILDCARE CAMPUS CENTER has 
opening.
 for 3 and 4 year olds 
Call 293-2288 




with professors own detailed so. 




DE. LA. Gen & 0-Chem, Physics, 
Mc 24 different
 books available at 
Spartan 
Bookstore id000stairs18. 
Roberts  Bookstore 
HAS ROMANCE GONE from your life? 




adventure  ss easily as picking 
up your phone Dial 976-2002 to  
hear six
 exciting messages 
from  
quality people or you can record 
your own message And 
with our 
voice moll 
service, you door have 
to leave 
your
 phone number on an 
open






details Call lodey! Someone 
Is welting to m.I you. (408)1415) 
976.2002 la 
 only $2 toll, if 
any  
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every 
SUNDAY
 morning al 10 45 AM at 
Campus
 Cheat. Center, 10th 
& 
San Cerro. 
For  more information 







Tutoring, consulmllon, billogro. 






 CLINIC Unwanted 
hall removed forever by special-
ist 
Confidential
 Your very own 
probe 247-7486. 335 S Baywood 














staff  writer 
II you've ever 
wondered who's
 be-









of Rock 'n' 
Roll - before 
it's too 
late. 
The club may 
be












 in the fall of 1988.
 
"It's 
the  only 
music  club on 
cam-
pus,  and it 




MUSIC  IS such a big 
part of 
blur
 lives and 
people
 




the  club and 
the 






 the club is 
to promote
 
musical  awareness on 
campus. unite




 for its 
members  to 
gain experience








































 so the 
frantic  search










 in the business 
of 














 Coburn is a 
journalism 
major  















help  him professionally
 as well. 
Although  
committment

























 upwards of 
3(10
 people You 
could say 
that 50 






























all kinds of music. 
-We 
haven't









king Machine on 
Feb.  28, New Re -
emits on March 14,
 Colorwild on 
March 28, Love Shake Tornado
 on 
April 10 and Bug on April 18. 
Two
 other
 shows may 
he
 added to 
the semester if extra
 funds are avail-
able 






LOS ANGELES (AP) 
- Martial arts 
movie star 
Chuck  Norris said he will 
help a couple 
of
 international kick box-
ing champions pay 
for their min's fune-
ral. The teen-ager was 
killed over the 
weekend in a gang -related 
shooting.  
Sonny  Rodriguez, 16, was 
shot  in the 
chest 
while  riding with 
friends
 in a car 
in suburban 
Sylmar  in the San Fernando
 
Valley  on Saturday,
 police said. 
His parents, William 
"Blinky" and 
Lilly Rodriguez are 
champions in kick 
boxing,  an Asian sport 
that  allows the 
use of 
feet



















Norns said this week that he was a 
family friend and personally knew the 
youth.  
"He was a real good athlete." Norris 
said. "Blinky and 1 trained together and 
Blinky was always hurrying off to his 
son's football 
games. 
-They were a very close family 
and 
very religious. I lost a brother in Viet-
nam, so I can understand how it feels," 
he said. 
Norris said he will contribute to a 
trust fund to cover funeral costs. A ben-





 WON'T .5TV HIS 







Palladium also will help pay for the fu-
neral. 
"I feel very fortunate I 
have the sup-
port of so many people," Blinky Rodri-
guez said.
 
Sonny Rodriguez was unarmed when 
he was shot once in the chest about I 
a.m. Saturday, police said. Rodriguez 
was learning to drive a manual transmis-
sion in a friend's car at the time. 
Three young men in a 1986 
Oldsmo-
bile Cutlass pulled up beside the auto,  
























AAAH, Too many reports and 
nor 
enough time? RELAX and let ME 
do the TYPING" Reoumes
 
term 
papers theses. letters, Mc Grad 
& under -grad Avelleble
 
days -
eons weekends by op. Laser 
printer 
Call ANNA 972-4992 
ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS' 
Trul pro Reports. theses re-
sum..  letters. mallIng. elc 
Spell grammar check Wordpro 
cessing-WordPerfect
 5 1. posts. 
cripl laser printer Close to cam. 
pus P U. del even Student
 
discounts EDP Services 270-
(1014 EVELYN 
ACADEMIC TYPING AT REASONA. 
B LE RATES 
- Need our help? 
Quality end accurecy guaranteed 
We're fast, dependeble, grornmar-
awere. both college grads Spe-
cialty In 
Science end all English 
sublects for theses. 
paper..  re-
ports, resumes. etc Erse proo. 
flog disk Morino 251-0449 
CALL LINDA TODAY for ...rimmed,
 
professional  word processing 




 All formats Including 
APA Laser printer Ouici. 
return  
Transcription
 services available 
Almsden Branahrn or. 
Phone 
264-4504 




of term  papers. research prolate 
& resume. Will gladly assist 
sr grammar, punctuation, and 
sentence structure (knowledga 
Ole on Tor... 
APA .$ Campbell 
formats) Equipment used Word 
Perfect a. HPLaser Jelli
 Consider-





COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE near 
Harnlhon & Winchester Call 
SHIRLEY  .1 376-3519 52 per page 
minimum 5 peg. 
ARE YOU CONCERNED stroke your 
grades? Of 
course
















polishing,  Get help from 
a 
Professional
 Tech Editor w1th 
English







lishing (resumes newsletters 
eters etc I 
Coll PATRICIA in WIL 
LOW GLEN 14081 288-5688 (leave 
massage)
 
FAST WORD PROCESSING' 125 wprn 
Quality guranteed
 Competitive 





Call.. 964-5203 today'  
LISA'S TYPING
 I 









Personal  Bus 
 Report  Proposals 
FastEspertDependable 
Nigh! Saturdays Rush 
located
 in the 
Santa Clara 
San  Jose Area 
SERVICING YOUR WORD PRO-
CESSING and Graphic.. needs 







 etc Laser printer 
Free 






TERM PAPERS - REPORTS 
THESES
 - RESUMES 
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING 
(405)972.1563 
TYPING WORD PROCESSING, test, 







reading Same day service Betty 
247-8066,  Santa Clara 
WORD PROCESSING letter gustily 
printing 












NM MI ME 
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MI
 IMO MM.= 
IM IMO 
MIN IMO MI Ilk 





 30 letters and 
spaces
 (Mead, Met 
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887 000 $ 
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lead singer for Inca Inca, a 

















WASHINGTON  (API 
 For the 
first time, foreign visitors
 are spending 
more in the United States 
than Ameri-
cans are 
spending  overseas, the Com-
merce 
Department  reports. 
The United States gained a $450 mil-
lion travel surplus last year, Commerce 
Undersecretary 
Rockwell








 U.S. Travel and 
Tourism Administration,
 said the sur-
plus is projected to 
reach $1.5 billion 
this year. 
Foreign visitors spent $34.3 billion in 
the United States
 in 19149 while Ameri-
cans 
spent  $33.9 billion abroad. Ameri-
can and foreign travelers spent an iden-
tical 




USTTA  said the nation's record 
travel deficit 
was  posted in 1985. when 
it climbed to $9.4 
billion. It attributed 
the turnaround
 to foreign travel to the 
United States 
growing
 twice as fast as 
Americans  overseas
 travel. 
The USTIA is 
forecasting a 6 per-
cent increase to 
40.7 million foreign 
visitors this year and a 7 percent






Louis  Messner, assistant 
vice-chancellor
 of budget planning. 
!Tint  crack out we try to take 
care
 of health 
and safety problems," 





 this category, special 
. repiars and 




million.  "The  back -log 
is continuing
 to mount," he said.
 
Funds for 
maintenance are "the 
lint to go into the
 budget and the first 
to come out," said 
Messner, grants 
are
 first priority when 
it comes to the 
budget. followed by the 
faculty bud-
get.
 Even the legislature 
"sees  it as a 
lower
 priority too," 
he said. 
Number  one priority on 
SJSU's 
list is the 
boiler system that 
controls  
that central 
heating  for the 
campus. 
The 
boilers  are more 
than
 20 years 
old, 
and  the 













 said. His 
depart-
ment has





projects  to 
the 
chancellor's








 upon the 












about  20 
cents
 for each






























$350  billion in 
the United States last 
year' 
 Rockwell Schnabel, 
Commerce Undersecretary 
43.4 million in 1991. By 
the year 2000. 
Schnabel said, there
 are expected to be 
67 million foreign tourists 
spending  a 




Neighboring Canada and Mexico. as 
might be expected, had the largest 
share 
of 
visitors to the United States in 1989, 
a combined 64 percent  15.2 
million 
from





followed  by 3 million Jap-
anese tourists and
 2.2 million British 
visitors. 
Schnabel said the greatest growth in 
1990 is 









 he said, are
 pro-
jected 



















arrivals  from 
Japan  and the 
United 
Kingdom
 seem to be 
slowing 
slightly, 
averaging  9 percent
 growth per 
year. growth
 from 
Australia  and 
Swe-
den is 
expected  to 


























employing  over 100
 million 
people
 or one out




workforce,"  he 
continued.  
In the 
United  States, 
Schnabel  said. 
the travel 
industry  is the 
second  largest 
employer 
after  health services,
 employ-
ing 



















































 2/13, 7-9pm 
Palo
 
Alto,  300 Hamilton 
Avenue  Sun., 2111,
 4-6pm 
San Franclsco, 50 
First  Street  Mon , 2/12, 7-9pm 


































SAN FRANCISCO (API  
U.S. 
wine drinkers ended 
the '80s sipping 
brands tar better than the 
jugs they 
shined with,  in a 
frenetic  decade that 
found national wine consumption up 
and down, and the industry crying and 
cheering
 at the same time. 
"It was a decade of extremes,  con-
trasts, for the wine 
industry," top wine 
economist Jon 
Frednkson  said in an 
end -of -the -decade
 report to the annual 
Mlle  Industry Technical Symposium 
At the close of the 1980s. and still 
going strong, the "Si IVCT lining" 
of 
American wines was the 
premium va-
rietal segment costing at least $3 a 
bot-
tle. White zinfandel was the star,  far 
ahead of the red premiums and pacing 
large increases in chardonnay pmduc-
tion from 1982
 to 1984. 
In California last year. better wines 
accounted for 28 







nues. Premium California wines scored 
historic successes in the 19)t0s.  
Jug wines, selling these days far 
cheaper than mouthwash, 
accounted
 for 
72 percent of sales, but only 42 
percent  
(about S810 million of revenues. 
The









































going  to Brazil

















cans,  who 




















main ot us in the 
industry  looked 
fonvard





 in the 


















indicated  that 
wine ship-
ments would 
double  by 1990. The 
range 
was  anywhere 
from 800 
million  to 1.2 
billion gallons
 by the 




 not to be. 
The white wine
 




 annual per 
capita 
consumption failed
 to keep up 
and dipped 
to 












 cancer warnings, 
bottle warning 
labels,
 publicity on 
drunk driving,  
the anti -alcohol 
movement. 
the health -fitness 
movement, 
and  rising retail prices for 










KONG (API  Walk 
into
 
any  7 -Eleven store in this British 
col-




 and start counting; 
chances are up to a 
dozen brands of 
French cognac
 will be on display. 
Welcome to Hong Kong. where pros-
perity and 
an obsession with status 
blend to create 





 flows like water, luxury cars 
jam the streets, pricy 
portable tele-
phones are the rage
 and droves of peo-
ple spend small 
fortunes on flashy wrist-
watches.
 





 people ... because 
the achievement 
of
 wealth is such a 
driving force in 
people's  lives." ex-
plained S.K. 
Cheong,  head of market-
ing for
 Television Broadcasts Ltd.. the 





ducted by the 
marketing firm Backer 
Spielvogel
 Bates Worldwide found that 
nearly half of 
Hong Kong people say 
owning expensive 
cars  and jewelry are 
important goals. 
Only one-third  
of
 Japanese and one -
quarter 
of Americans surveyed felt the 
same 
way. 
Here are the slats that tell the 
story:  
About 12 percent of the private 
cars on Hong Kong roads are Mercedes-
Benz, 
which cost from nearly $40,000 
to more than three times that amount, 
according to C.P. Moore. managing
 di-
rector of the local dealership. 
"As far as we know. that is 
the  high-
est penetration on 
Earth"  for Mercedes, 
he said. 
Nearly I ,(XX)  Rolls Royce luxury au-
tomobiles, which can cost almost 
$400,000, cruise
 the local streets, giv-
ing this tiny British colony of 5.7 mil-
lion people the "highest concentration 
of Rolls Royce% in the world," said 
Russell Blythe, sales and marketing 
manager of the Hong Kong dealer. 

Nearly  50 brands of wristwatches. 
most of them among 
the priciest on the 
market, were 
advertised  on Hong 
Kong's four television channels last 
year. 
Bulgari, an exclusive Italian man-
ufacturer  of jewelry, has twin stores in 
Hong Kong and eight for the rest of the 
world. The most popular Bulgari 
watches  cost about $4500 but are often 
out of 
stock  here. 
 About 100 fur retailers are listed
 in 
the 1990 telephone hook of this sub-
tropical city, whose climatic claim  to 
fame is stifling 
heat  and humidity for 
much of the year. 
About 70,000 handheld portable 
telephones. which generally cost $1,500 
or more, have been sold in Hong 
Kong,  







consumption  of cognac 
is widely believed to 
he the highest in 
the world, with 357,0410 cases of brandy 
entering the colony last year. or 
slightly 






neighbortaxid  food stands 
often are stocked with bottles priced at 
$200.  
In explaining such sales, local ana-
lysts note that the 
rapid growth of Hong 
Kong's  
export
-led economy in the past 
decade made 
millionaires
 of many local 
entrepreneurs and 
left countless other 
people 
with money to 
spend.
 The low 
business
 and personal 
tax  rates in the 
colony 
have











 the local 
Chinese
 appears to he 











































Our Jobs solve all 
kinds 
of social problems, 
At Great America, you'll meet and work with 
hundreds of fun people just like yourself. So 
you won't 
be
 lonely. And you won't
 be 
bored since you won't be broke. Our 
wages 
are up to $6.25* an 
hour  this year, 
with premium pay for weekends, and trans-
portation subsidies to assist with your 
commute.  
All told, it'll improve your social life greatly,
 
not to mention your career. You could gain 
valuable 
supervisory  and people skills 
Our schedules
 fit perfectly around your 
school 
schedule. Work part-time
 in the 
spring and 
fall and full-time during the
 
summer. We have 
positions  available in all 
areas of the





security,  in-house 
bank 
tellers...).  The sooner you 
apply,  the 
better your 
chances  of picking 
the
 job, and 
hours, you want. 
Stop by the park or call us at 
(408)988-1800  
to 




 College Blvd. in Santa Clara. 
We're an equal 
opportunity  employer. 
 ce,rm., pod
 
ir 'lolled  and 
Mir posiftores 
ORM'
 
AMERICA.
 
It's 
fun.
 Do it.
 
 
